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Part A: Grammar 
Directions: Questions 1-15 are incomplete sentences. Beneath each sentence you will see four words or phrases 
marked (1), (2), (3), and (4). Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence. Then mark the correct 
choice on your answer sheet. 

1-It’s crucial for a couple to have shared goals and values because ... in common, the less you have to 
argue about. 
1) having more   2) the more you have 
3) you have more  4) of having more 

2-… by the reported earnings for the first quarter of the fiscal year, the company manager decided to 
give her staff a raise. 
1) Delighting  2) He is delighted 
3) Having delighted  4) Delighted  

3-The Wallerstein study indicates that young men and women still experience some of the effects of a 
divorce … . 
1) has been occurred as each was a child 2) that were occurred when they were children 
3) occurring when they were children 4) occurred as each was a child 

4-Some buildings that were destroyed or heavily damaged in the earthquake last year … in violation of 
the city’s building code. 
1) had been constructed  2) constructed  
3) was constructed  4) had constructed 

5-While going out, I saw that the dirty rugs hadn’t been cleaned yet, and … . 
1) the drapes hadn’t neither 2) either hadn’t the drapes  
3) not the drapes neither  4) the drapes hadn’t either 

6-The company where my wife has been working for more than 15 years is having someone … the 
applicants’ references. 
1) checked   2) to check 
3) check  4) checking  

7-… for lifts, the towering landmarks which feature so prominently in today’s architecture would have 
been impossible.  
1) Not having been  2) If it is not      
3) If were it not  4) Had it not been  

8-So rarely … visible to the naked eye that when one does, it is considered a major event. 
1) a comet does appear  2) does a comet appear 
3) a comet appears  4) does appear a comet 

9-I don’t think she will consider changing her job after she gets the promotion she has so long wanted, 
…? 
1) doesn’t she  2) hasn’t she 
3) won’t she  4) will she 

10-Recent studies on … people learn languages have been accompanied by emphasis among English 
language teachers on the learner as an individual. 
1) how many  2) what 
3) how  4) that 

11-The staff is complaining that the space … for their offices in the new building is insufficient.  
1) to have allocated  2) to allocate 
3) having allocated  4) having been allocated 

12-I … my Mazda since 2015, and I’m not going to sell this car as it’s completely economical and eco-
friendly. 
1) have owned  2) have been owning 
3) owned   4) am going to own 

13-I’ve been able to lose lots of weight since I started going to the gym. I feel I’m in better shape 
now than … started a year ago. 
1) I was  2) me when 
3) when was I  4) I was when I 

14-The famous football pundit said that Pelé, whom every football fan knows, was born … 23 October 
1940. 
1) on  2) in 
3) at  4) by 

15-The experiment conducted by a group of distinguished scientists in the field of psychology was so 
well-funded … achieved within months. 
1) that the results were  2) hence, results being 
3) for results to be  4) and results 
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Part B: Vocabulary  
Directions: Questions 16-35 are incomplete sentences. Beneath each sentence you will see four words or phrases marked 
(1), (2), (3), and (4). Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence. Then mark the correct choice on 
your answer sheet. 

16-This meeting broadened the … of the program by including topics which initially appeared to be too 
advanced for the developing countries.   
1) association  2) scope 
3) incentive  4) ignorance 

17-More than four-fifths of the Serbians are peasant farmers, and the great majority of them … the land 
belonging to their own families. 
1) originate  2) accumulate 
3) subordinate  4) cultivate 

18-It seems that they never gave a thought to … future problems when the plans were being laid down 
five years ago. 
1) unbelievable  2) probable  
3) unreasonable  4) respectable 

19-The new laws reduce the possibility of unfair … between companies seeking to be listed on the 
Exchange. 
1) collocation  2) modification 
3) discrimination  4) inspection 

20-The older generation appeared to be caught between the traditional customs and the modernized 
systems, which led to … and unbalanced responses.  
1) regulatory  2) exploratory 
3) satisfactory  4) contradictory 

21-The types of speech errors made by bilingual speakers … doubt on the assumption that phonological 
activation is restricted to the target language.  
1) dent  2) curb 
3) cast  4) launch 

22-We remain hopeful that the … in the global economy will provide a boost to exports over the 
remainder of this year. 
1) tension  2) revival 
3) gravel  4) approval 

23-Although this strategy has been an effective way to advance knowledge, it provides somewhat less … 
evidence than a single comprehensive test of a model. 
1) robust  2) marginal 
3) dubious  4) rusty 

24-Some environmentalists argue that the ever-increasing demand for private cars could be … by more 
investment in public transport. 
1) merged  2) halted 
3) imposed  4) cuddled 

25-At the bottom of the ocean, the water remains at a/an … temperature, irrespective of the changing 
weather conditions at the surface. 
1) constant  2) separate 
3) rational   4) evident 

26-Sometimes, unexpected economic changes force an organization to ... from its original business plan. 
1) violate  2) fulfill 
3) deviate  4) enable 

27-The price of a product will not change if there is … between the supply and the demand for that 
product. 
1) principle  2) equilibrium 
3) contamination   4) emphasis 

28-Unfortunately, rising crime rates seem to be an increasingly common ... of life in big cities today. 
1) feature  2) morality 
3) pollution  4) conflict 

29-Until the sixteenth century, the idea that the Earth moves around the Sun was regarded as a 
ridiculous idea, whereas today we accept this … as completely normal. 
1) proportion  2) objective 
3) infection                 4) notion 

30-One difficult aspect of writing an essay is selecting material which is … to the topic and excluding the 
information which is beside the point. 
1) subtle  2) secure 
3) relevant   4) trivial 

31-The import of live animals is … controlled so as to prevent diseases from being brought into the 
country. 
1) unlikely  2) strictly 
3) rarely   4) previously 
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32-Credit scores … the borrowing process by allowing lenders to make faster, more objective decisions 
about a person’s ability to repay. 
1) revolutionized                                                      2) constructed  
3) envisaged                                                             4) recognized  

33-In order to … food supplies throughout the harsh freezing winter, the settlers had to reduce the size 
of food portions. 
1) portray                                                                 2) sustain   
3) surround                                                              4) bypass  

34-It is estimated that 10 years from today, half the jobs now available to high school graduates will have 
faded out of ..., replaced by jobs that do not exist today. 
1) reference  2) maintenance 
3) occurrence     4) existence 

35-In order to ... the process of learning a second language, we need to be motivated, and we need to 
have clear goals of what we hope to achieve. 
1) exploit  2) accelerate 
3) disrupt  4) hinder 

Part C: Sentence Structure  
Directions: Choose the sentence with the best word order for each of the following series. Then mark the correct choice 
on your answer sheet.  

36-   
1) Having started work on your dissertation and making sure that you have discussed the subject with 
your supervisor. 
2) To discuss the subject with your supervisor and to make sure that you have started work on your 
dissertation. 
3) Before starting work on your dissertation, make sure that you have discussed the subject with your 
supervisor. 
4) Make sure that you have discussed the subject with your supervisor in order to starting work on your 
dissertation. 

37-    
1) Engineers worked throughout the night and restored electricity to homes which supplies have been cut 
off by heavy snow. 
2) Engineers worked throughout the night to restore electricity to homes whose supplies had been cut off 
by heavy snow. 
3) Engineers worked throughout the night restored electricity to homes which supplies had been cut off 
by heavy snow. 
4) Engineers worked throughout the night and restoring electricity to homes whose supplies have been 
cut off by heavy snow. 

38-   
1) There was traditionally believed, in many cultures, that men were superior by women, but this attitude 
is changing rapid in recent years 
2) It has traditionally believed that men, in many cultures, were superior by women, but this attitude is 
rapidly changing in recent years 
3) There was traditionally believed that men were superior in many cultures to women, but this attitude 
has rapid been changing in recent years 
4) In many cultures, it was traditionally believed that men were superior to women, but this attitude has 
been changing rapidly in recent years. 

39-    
1) You can buy goods on the Internet with a credit card, but there is a fraud risk should someone else 
obtain the number. 
2) Buying goods in the Internet with a credit card can be done; unless there is a fraud risk should 
someone else obtains the number. 
3) Should someone else obtains the number is a fraud risk if you can buy goods in the Internet with a 
credit card.  
4) Although there is a fraud risk if someone else obtain the number with which you can buy goods on the 
Internet with a credit card. 

40-    
1) As it is probably true they are not capable to abstract thought, most animals appear experiencing a 
range of emotions. 
2) Rarely it is true that they are not capable of abstract thought, many animals appear experiencing a 
range of emotions. 
3) While it is probably true that they are not capable of abstract thought, most animals appear to 
experience a range of emotions. 
4) Probably is it true they are not capable to abstract thought, many animals appear to experience a range 
of emotions. 
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Part D: Language Function 
Directions: Read the following conversations between two people and answer the questions about the conversations by
choosing one of the choices (1), (2), (3), or (4). Then mark the correct choice on your answer sheet. 

A: Good afternoon and welcome to Habitat Hunters. You must be Joseph. 
B: Yes, that’s right. You said on the phone that I could come by at 2:00. Sorry, I’m a little early. 
A: …(41)… . In Calgary’s market, you have to move fast if you want a good apartment! 
B: Actually, I’d settle for almost anything. I’ve been here ten days and the hotel is driving me up the 

…(42)… . My father has me on a strict budget. 
A: Sit right down here now, sir. Let’s talk a little about the places before we go and …(43)… a 

gander.  
41-1) No problem at all      2) Easy come easy go  

3) No, it’s my fault    4) You’ve got a point  
42-1) door      2) roof   

3) ceiling     4) wall  
43-1) make                                                    2) find 

3) get      4) take   
A: You were supposed to attend the meeting, but you didn’t show up at all.  
B: Well, my car …(44)… on the way, and it held me up so long that I couldn’t make it. 

44-1) came across     2) broke down  
3) pulled over     4) backed up  

A: Alex is such a lazy roommate. He never lifts a …(45)…, and I’m the only one to do all the 
housework.  

B: You’d better have it out on him and talk him into doing it.  
45-1) hand      2) foot   

3) finger      4) thumb 
Part E: Cloze Test  
Directions: Read the following passage and decide which choice (1), (2), (3), or (4) best fits each space. Then mark the 
correct choice on your answer sheet. 

Work is generally acknowledged to be one of the major sources of stress and, in our 
competitive society of high achievers, has perhaps ...(46)... disproportionate significance. Most people 
spend more time at work during their working lives than they do at home.  
    Stress is often associated with uncertainty ...(47)... particularly relevant in the workplace. Major 
changes at work, like a merger or take-over, may often bring job losses without ...(48)... intimation. 
These together with the threat of redundancy over a prolonged period are the commonly 
encountered stressors in the workplace. Even if an individual feels ...(49)... in his or her job, the work 
may cause stress in other ways. The desire to progress up the ladder of one’s career or 
chosen profession can make what should be a defined progression through a series of 
transitions into ...(50)... . The fear of being overlooked and not achieving a ...(51)... promotion 
can become an 
overriding pre-occupation rather than a healthy incentive. Just as bad too can be receiving a 
promotion or role about which you feel uncertain to ...(52)......Other stressors at work may stem from 
the uncertainty about how individuals are rated by those to whom they are reporting, ...(53)..., or 
about their ability to handle an assigned role.  
    In many jobs, stress ...(54)... by pressures from within the individual. Everyone working in any 
organization – even the chairman or Chief Executive Officer has to relate to and answer to someone 
else,...(55)... deriving from inadequate working relationships will be fairly evenly distributed 
throughout the work hierarchy. 

46- 1) indulged 
2) anticipated 3) fluctuated   4) assumed 

47- 1) to which 2) which 3) which is   4) is 
48- 1) above 2) due 3) close  4) prior  
49- 1) secure 2) vulnerable 3) discrete  4) accurate  
50- 1) stressfully high experience  2) a highly stressful experience 

3) an experience stressful highly 4) a high and stressful experience  
51- 1) sought-after 2) clear-cut 3) far-out  4) one-sided  
52- 1) watch out 2) give in 3) stand for  4) cope with  
53- 1) which is their responsibility for individuals  2) about their individual areas of responsibility 

3) being an area where an individual is responsible 4) and is their individual areas of responsibility  
54- 1) created 2) creating 3) to be created   4) is created  
55- 1) this stress 2) such an stress 3) so the stress  4) its stress  
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Part F: Reading Comprehension  
Directions: In this part of the test, you will read three passages. Each passage is followed by some questions. Answer the questions
about the passages by choosing the best choice (1), (2), (3), or (4). Then mark the correct choice on your answer sheet. 

PASSAGE 1: 
Anthropologists have pieced together the little they know about the history of left-handedness and 
right-handedness from indirect evidence. Though early men and women did not leave written 
records, they did leave tools, bones, and pictures. Stone Age hand axes and hatchets were made from 
stones that were carefully chipped away to form sharp cutting edges. In some, the pattern of 
chipping shows that these tools and weapons were made by right-handed people, designed to fit 
comfortably into a right hand. Other Stone Age implements were made by or for left-handers. 
Prehistoric pictures, painted on the walls of caves, provide further clues to the handedness of ancient 
people. A right-hander finds it easier to draw faces of people and animals facing toward the left, 
whereas a left-hander finds it easier to draw faces facing toward the right. Both kinds of faces have 
been found in ancient painting. On the whole, the evidence seems to indicate that prehistoric people 
were either ambidextrous or about equally likely to be left- or right-handed. 
     But, in the Bronze Age, the picture changed. The tools and weapons found from that period are 
mostly made for right-handed use. The predominance of right-handedness among humans today had 
apparently already been established. 

56-What is the main topic of the passage? 
1) The purpose of ancient implements 
2) The significance of prehistoric cave paintings 
3) The development of right-handedness and left-handedness 
4) The similarities between the Stone Age and Bronze Age 

57-Which of the following helped lead to conclusions about whether Stone Age people preferred one 
hand to the other? 
1) Petrified forms of vegetation  2) Patterns of stone chipping 
3) Fossilized waste material  4) Fossilized footprints 

58-According to the passage, a person who is right-handed is more likely to draw people and animals 
that are facing … . 
1) upward   2) downward  
3) toward the right   4) toward the left 

59-In paragraph 2, the phrase “the picture” refers to which of the following? 
1) Faces of animals and people 2) People’s view from inside a cave 
3) People’s tendency to work with either hand 4) The kinds of paint used on cave walls 

60-The author implies that which of the following developments occurred around the time of the Bronze 
Age? 
1) The establishment of written records 
2) A change in the styles of cave painting 
3) An increase in human skill in the handling of tools 
4) The prevalence of right-handedness 

PASSAGE 2: 
The first birds appeared during late Jurassic times. These birds are known from four very good skeletons, 
two incomplete skeletons, and an isolated feather, all from the Solnhofen limestone of Bavaria, 
Germany. This fine-grained rock, which is extensively quarried for lithographic stone, was evidently 
deposited in a shallow coral lagoon of a tropical sea, and flying vertebrates occasionally fell into the 
water and were buried by the fine limy mud, to be preserved with remarkable detail. In this way, the 
late Jurassic bird skeletons, which have been named Archaeopteryx, were fossilized. And not only 
were the bones preserved in these skeletons, but also the imprints of the feathers. If the indications of 
feathers had not been preserved in association with Archaeopteryx, it is likely that these fossils would 
have been classified among the dinosaurs, for they show numerous theropod characteristics. 
Archaeopteryx were animals about the size of a crow, with an archosaurian type of skull, a long 
neck, a compact body balanced on a pair of strong hind limbs, and a long tail. The forelimbs were 
enlarged and obviously functioned as wings.  
    Modern birds, which are the descendants of these early birds, are highly organized animals, with a 
constant body temperature and a very high rate of metabolism. In addition, they are remarkable for 
having evolved extraordinarily complex behavior patterns such as those of nesting and song, and the 
habit among many species of making long migrations from one continent to another and back each 
year. 

61-According to the author, all of the following evidence relating to the first birds was found 
EXCEPT…. 
1) nesting materials  2) four skeletons in good condition 
3) two fragmented skeletons 4) a single feather 
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62-It can be inferred from the passage that the Archaeopteryx were classified as birds on the basis of … .  
1) imprints of bones  2) imprints of feathers 
3) the neck structure  4) skeletons 

63-The word “they” in paragraph 1 refers to … .  
1) indications  2) fossils 
3) dinosaurs  4) characteristics 

64-Why does the author mention “a crow” in paragraph 1? 
1) To indicate the size of Archaeopteryx 
2) To specify the age of the Archaeopteryx fossils 
3) To explain the evolutionary history of Archaeopteryx 
4) To demonstrate the superiority of the theropod to Archaeopteryx 

65-The author mentions all of the following as examples of complex behavior patterns evolved by birds 
EXCEPT … .  
1) migrating   2) nesting  
3) singing   4) running  

PASSAGE 3: 
The first navigational lights in the New World were probably lanterns hung at harbor entrances. The 
Massachusetts Bay Colony put up the first lighthouse in 1766 on Little Brewster Island at the 
entrance to Boston Harbor. Paid for and maintained by light dues levied on ships, the original 
beacon was blown up in 1776. By then, there were only a dozen or so true lighthouses in the colonies. 
Little over a century later, there were 700 lighthouses. 
    The first eight erected on the West Coast in the 1850s featured the same basic New England 
design: a Cape Cod dwelling with the tower rising from the center or standing close by. In New 
England and elsewhere, though, lighthouses reflected various architectural styles. Since most stations 
in the northeast were built on rocky eminences, enormous towers were not the rule. Some were made 
of stone and brick, others of wood or metal. Some stood on pilings or stilts; some were fastened to 
rock with iron rods. Farther south, from Maryland through the Florida Keys, the coast was low and 
sandy. It was often necessary to build tall towers there – massive structures like the majestic Cape 
Hatteras, North Carolina lighthouse, lit in 1870. At 190 feet, it is the tallest brick lighthouse in the 
country. 
    Notwithstanding differences in appearance and construction, most American lighthouses shared 
several features: a light, living quarters, and sometimes a bell (or later a foghorn). They also had 
something else in common: a keeper and usually the keeper’s family. The keeper’s essential task was 
trimming the lantern wick in order to maintain a steady bright flame. The earliest keepers came 
from every walk of life—they were seamen, farmers, mechanics—and appointments were handed out 
by local customs commissioners as political plums. After the administration of lighthouses was taken 
over in 1852 by the United States Lighthouse 803rd, an agency of the Treasury Department, the 
keeper corps gradually became highly professional. 

66-What is the best title for the passage?  
1) The Lighthouse on Little Brewster Island 
2) The Life of a Lighthouse Keeper 
3) Early Lighthouses in the United States 
4) The Modern Profession of Lighthouse Keeping 

67-Why does the author mention the Massachusetts Bay Colony? 
1) It was the headquarters of the United States Lighthouse Board.                           
2) Many of the tallest lighthouses were built there.    
3) The first lantern wicks were developed there.    
4) The first lighthouse in North America was built there. 

68-It can be inferred from the passage that lighthouses in the Northeast did not need high towers 
because… . 
1) ships there had high masts 
2) coastal waters were safe 
3) the coast was straight and unobstructed 
4) the lighthouses were built on high places 

69-According to the passage, where can the tallest brick lighthouse in the United States be found? 
1) Little Brewster Island  2) The Florida Keys 
3) Cape Hatteras  4) Cape Cod 

70-The underlined word “they” in paragraph 3 refers to… . 
1) lighthouses  2) differences   
3) quarters  4) features 
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